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LEXLED

-  A range of wattages from 4.8W-M  to 19.6W-M

- 60 or 120 LEDs per Metre

- Colour Temperatures: 2700k - 3000k - 4000k - RGBW

- Available with Dimming (/STD/DALI/SDIM/MDIM)

- LEXLED tape is supplied in rolls of 6 or 12M lengths 

  and can be cut to length in 50-100 mm intervals

-  MID Lighting are able to supply lengths to your project   

  requirements, stated in the part number (see table below)

LEXLED/60/4.8W-m

60 LEDS per metre
Max. 4.8 Watts per metre
Width: 8mm Height: 2mm 
410 Lumens per metre (4000k)

LEXLED/120/9.6W-m

120 LEDS per metre
Max. 9.6 Watts per metre
Width: 8mm Height: 2mm
860 Lumens per metre (4000k)

LEXLED/60/14.4W-m

60 LEDS per metre
Max. 14.4 Watts per metre
Width: 10mm Height: 2mm
1050 Lumens per metre (4000k)

LEXLED/60/14.4W-m/RGBW

60 LEDS per metre
Max. 14.4 Watts per metre
Width: 8mm Height: 2mm

MID/DRV/CV/60W/24 MID/DRV/CV/100W/24
MID/DRV/CV/150W/24

Product MI/LEXLED/
LED Tape

Lamp LED

Lamp Power /4.8W-M
410lm/M

/9.6W-M
860lm/M

/14.4W-M
1050lm/M

/19.6W-M
1900lm/M

Size 8 x 2mm 8 x 2mm 10 x 2mm 12 x 2mm

Driver /STD
Non Dimming

/DALI
DALI Dimming

/SDIM
Switch Dimming

/MDIM
Mains Dimming

Colour 
Temperature

/827
2700k

/830
3000k

/840
4000k

/RGBW
Colour changing

Length /6M*
* Required length 

Emergency
/RME3
Remote Three 
hour maintained 
emergency

/RME3-ST
Remote three hour maintained self test 
emergency

/RME3-PRO
Remote Three hour 
DALI addressable 
emergency

To Specify: LEXLED, 9.6W-M, 4000k, 860lm/M, LED tape supplied with remote DALI control gear, opal diffuser, 6 me-
tres* in length. See next page to specify with extrusion. Part code: MI/LEXLED/120/9.6W-M/DALI/840/6M
*6M Length is shown as an example. Should you require different lengths please specify the length in the part code.

- Aluminium extrusion profiles and opal/clear diffuser 

  options available, see next page for details

- IP20 as standard or as IP67 (/IP67)

- Available with drivers. See driver details above for part 

  codes. If you require a wattage that is not listed or a 

  dimming driver 

  please contact our technical department
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LEXLED INSTALLATION

280 High Holborn - Gilead Sciences180 Oxford Street - UK House

Croydon College

Croydon College
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LEXLED

LEX/S dimensions

LEX/S/B dimensionsLEX/R/B dimensions

LEX/R/B 
Extrusion

LEX/S/B45 
Extrusion

LEX/R/SLIM dimensions LEX/S/60D dimensions

LEX/S/B
 Extrusion

LEX/S/60D 
Extrusion

Product LEX
Extrusion to suit LEXLED

Instruction To be added to the end of a LEXLED part code or specified individually

Extrusion 
Profile

See part code options for extrusion profiles above

Size See extrusion profiles dimensions above

Colour /WH
White

/SLV
Silver

Length /6M*
* Required length 

Diffuser
Options

/OP
Opal Diffuser

/CL
Clear Diffuser

To Specify: LEXLED, 9.6W/M, 4000k, 860lm/M, LED tape supplied with remote DALI control gear, opal diffuser, 6 metres 
* in length. With 6 metres* of LEX/S extrusion in white with an opal diffuser.
Part code: MI/LEXLED/120/9.6W/M/DALI/840/6M/LEX/S/WH/8M*/OP or LEX/S/WH/6M*/OP
*8M Length is shown as an example. Should you require different lengths please specify the length in the part code.

LEX/S/45D dimensions

LEX/MID007-R dimensions

LEX/MID005 dimensions

LEX/MID005
Extrusion

LEX/MID007-R
Extrusion

LEX/R/SLIM
 Extrusion

LEX/S
 Extrusion

STOCK OPTION STOCK OPTION
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LEXLED

LEX/MID004-R dimensionsLEX/MID003-R dimensions

Product LEX
Extrusion to suit LEXLED

Instruction To be added to the end of a LEXLED part code or specified individually

Extrusion 
Profile

See part code options for extrusion profiles above

Size See extrusion profiles dimensions above

Colour /WH
White

/SLV
Silver

Length /6M*
* Required length 

Diffuser
Options

/OP
Opal Diffuser

/CL
Clear Diffuser

To Specify: LEXLED, 9.6W/M, 4000k, 860lm/M, LED tape supplied with remote DALI control gear, opal diffuser, 6 metres 
* in length. With 6 metres* of LEX/S extrusion in white with an opal diffuser.
Part code: MI/LEXLED/120/9.6W/M/DALI/840/6M/LEX/S/WH/8M*/OP or LEX/S/WH/6M*/OP
*8M Length is shown as an example. Should you require different lengths please specify the length in the part code.

LEX/MID008 dimensions LEX/MID013 dimensions

LEX/MID015-R dimensionsLEX/MID014 dimensions LEX/MID016-R dimensions LEX/MID034 dimensions

LEX/MID003-R
Extrusion

LEX/MID004-R
Extrusion

LEX/MID008
Extrusion

LEX/MID013
Extrusion

LEX/MID014
Extrusion

LEX/MID015-R
Extrusion

LEX/MID016-R
Extrusion

LEX/MID034
Extrusion
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LEXLED

Product LEX
Extrusion to suit LEXLED

Instruction To be added to the end of a LEXLED part code or specified individually

Extrusion 
Profile

See part code options for extrusion profiles above

Size See extrusion profiles dimensions above

Colour /WH
White

/SLV
Silver

Length /6M*
* Required length 

Diffuser
Options

/OP
Opal Diffuser

/CL
Clear Diffuser

To Specify: LEXLED, 9.6W/M, 4000k, 860lm/M, LED tape supplied with remote DALI control gear, opal diffuser, 6 metres 
* in length. With 6 metres* of LEX/S extrusion in white with an opal diffuser.
Part code: MI/LEXLED/120/9.6W/M/DALI/840/6M/LEX/S/WH/8M*/OP or LEX/S/WH/6M*/OP
*8M Length is shown as an example. Should you require different lengths please specify the length in the part code.

LEX/MID062 dimensions

LEX/MID069 dimensionsLEX/MID068 dimensions

LEX/MID056 dimensions LEX/MID056-D dimensions

LEX/MID070 dimensions

LEX/MID065-T dimensions

LEX/MID071 dimensions

LEX/MID062
Extrusion

LEX/MID056
Extrusion

LEX/MID056-D
Extrusion

LEX/MID065-T
Extrusion

LEX/MID068
Extrusion

LEX/MID069
Extrusion

LEX/MID070
Extrusion

LEX/MID071
Extrusion


